


INTRODUCTION 
A distinguished British Scholar once wrote, a 

propos of contemporary African painters and print-
makers, "They are Africans and they are artists, 
but they are not African artists."  Implying that the 
only true African art is traditional African sculpture.  
Fortunately, Africa is possessed of too much 
vitality to be bound by such quibblings.  Nigerian 
print-maker Bruce Onobrakpeya symbolizes the 
creative genius that abounds in Africa but which 
has, until recently, been overshadowed by this 
pre-occupation with traditional African sculpture.  It 
is now time for modern African artists in Africa to 
receive their due. 

The art of Bruce Onobrakpeya first caught my 
attention in 1972.  At that time his prints were 
known only to a small circle of aficionados.  Since 
then, that circle has grown to encompass 
museums, galleries, private collectors--even 
Chiefs of State--in lands far beyond his native 
Nigeria.  Now it is my pleasure to introduce this 
gracious, talented artist to an even wider 
audience. 

This small book will, I hope, give readers an 
insight into one of Africa's finest artists at the 
height of his career.  For the present it must 
suffice, awaiting the compilation of a complete, 
definitive account of his enormous contributions to 
Africa and its artistic heritage. 

Wendy Lawrence, who wrote the essay which 
follows, has been a keen observer of Bruce 
Onobrakpeya's career since her teaching days at the 
University of Lagos.  She has lectured extensively on 
African art and culture and written review articles for 
African Arts magazine.  Her admiration and respect for 
Onobrakpeya's work have infected all who have 
helped put this book together. 

Special thanks must be extended to the following 
people: 

Sherman Delsol, who photographs have captured 
the richness of Onobrakpeya's prints; 

Scott Barkley and Controlled Media, who 
supervised the layout and printing; 

All the collectors who so graciously allowed their 
prints to be photographed; 

And the many people who over the years have 
encouraged Bruce Onobrakpeya and those who have 
helped make his works known to an ever-growing 
number of admirers. 
 
 
 
 
Robert Barde 
The Best of Africa 
Toronto, Canada 
April 1978 

 
Introduction to the Web version of Bruce Onobrakpeya 
 
Bruce Onobrakpeya:  Nigeria's Master Printmaker was first printed in 1978.  It was a cooperative effort 
involving the artist, the gallery, and a number of people who cared deeply about Africa and about African 
art.  Three of those people were my partners in The Best of Africa--Susan and George Barkley, and 
Barbara Barde.  During its brief life (1976-83), The Best of Africa brought many African artists and their 
work to North America, giving Canadians and Americans what was often their first opportunities to meet 
these artists and view their works.  Susan, George, and Barbara were as instrumental as I in making that 
happen. 
 
The web version is slightly different from the original, print edition.  Although I have scanned all of the 
original text, the original photographs and colour separations are not available now, and scanning the 
printed pages has, in some cases, proven unsatisfactory.  In several instances I have substituted other 
versions of the same design for a particular print so that at least the subject matter referred to in the text 
can be appreciated. 
 
Bob Barde, Academic Coordinator 
Institute of Business and Economic Research 
University of California, Berkeley 
May 2003 

 
As of this date, Bruce Onobrakpeya can be 
contacted by e-mail at onobrak@hyperia.com

 
Cover:  "Emedjo"  11/12 1974.  Deep Etching; Collection of Ellen McIntosh 
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